ÉCOLE NATIONALE SUPÉRIEURE DE TECHNIQUES AVANCÉES
CENTRE DE DOCUMENTATION MULTIMÉDIA

NON-FRENCH SPEAKING STUDENTS

ONLINE TRAINING
 PADEN : online training for non-french speaking students who wish to study in a french scientific
higher school. It offers an introduction to french working techniques and helps understand the methodology of lessons and how to meet teacher requirements.

 FILIPÉ : « multimedia modules with oral presentations and interactive exercises, for non-French speaking students wishing to study engineering in France. »
(source : FILIPÉ website)

 PASSEPORT pour les SCIENCES (National Institute of Applied Sciences of Lyon) : « learning
module for non-French speaking people who would like to do scientific studies in French.»
« The pedagogical objectives of a student following this e-training are the following :


To enable the learner to master orally in French the different mathematics symbols,



To learn the basic vocabulary of maths, physics and chemistry,



To understand scientific expressions.»
(source

: INSA of Lyon website)

MOOC
 Étudier en France : cours de français intermédiaire. this intermediate level (B1/B2) french course, in
accordance with requirements of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, is
aimed at students who wish to follow their higher education in France .
This MOOC has a triple objective :


To offer an intermediate level course of french as a foreign language allowing to reach the level
generally required to follow courses in french ,



To prepare international students for their studies in France by offering an immersion une immersion in contexts which they will meet with in France,



To facilitate cultural and academic adaptability of international students.

The objectives are therefore linguistic, cultural and practical.
This training also offers the option to obtain a certificate by access to rated extra tests (pay-for option).
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ASSIMIL METHODS
 E-course French [Access from ENSTA buildings only] : ASSIMIL method to learn french. For english-speaking people.

 E-método el Francès [Access from ENSTA buildings only] : ASSIMIL method to learn french. For
spanish-speaking people.

RESOURCES DIRECTORY
 Website of french as a foreign language (by Agnès Picot, french teacher) : weblinks directory of lessons or courses for foreigners to improve their french language and cultural learning. Also contains educational games.

PRINTED BOOKS
The library also has a shelf dedicated to french as a foreign language (Français Langue Étrangère
(98.063)). See the library catalog.
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